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LO: To understand the links between gender and crime

 Crime & Deviance
TITLE: Gender and Crime

LQs‐What does evidence suggest about gender and crime?
‐How do sociologists explain crime differences between genders?
‐Why do sociologists criticise traditional views of gender and crime?

What do we already 
know about gender and 
crime?

What sociological 
explanations might we 
anticipate?

+

May 1618:43

Crime and gender:
How do we expect crime rates to differ 
between the genders?

Statistics show that men commit more crimes than women. 

• Between 2006 and 2011, less than 1 in 5 arrests were of women.
• Many crimes, including burglary, robbery and drugs offences 
are predominantly committed by men.
• One of the few crimes that women are arrested for as often as 
men is violence against the person.

Nov 1615:37

Key stats:

Fact that men are far more likely to commit crime is known as the 
'crime gender gap' or 'crime sex ratio'.

Men 3/4s of all convicted and 95% of all prisoners.

‐60 X more likely to be convicted of sex offences
‐14 X robberies
‐13 X possession of weapons

Oct 107:41

Why do these differences exist?

Different socialisation
Boys are more likely 
brought up to be tough 
and aggressive whereas 
girls are raised to be more 
law‐abiding.

Opportunity to do 
crime
In adolescence, girls are 
more likely to be confined 
at home and subject to 
greater parental 
supervision and 'care'

Social Control
Men (and society) 
may constrain 
women by forcing 
them into family‐
focussed roles.

Chivalry Thesis
The belief that the 
male dominated 
legal system is more 
likely to prosecute 
men than women.

Key word DefinitionInaccurate 
Statistics
Stats showing more 
crime done by men 
may be a reflection 
of the labelling of 
male youths by the 
police.

Sep 2807:24

Dealing with women offenders:
How do you think the way that the Criminal Justice 
System deals with female offenders might need to be 
different than how it deals with male offenders?

"Women offenders have needs different from those of men, stemming in part 
from their disproportionate victimization from sexual or physical abuse and 
their responsibility for children. They are also more likely to be addicted to 
drugs and to have mental illnesses." 

(Women Offenders: Programming Needs and Promising Approaches, 
National Institute of Justice).

What might this mean for how 
female criminals are sanctioned?

Nov 509:25

Feminists believe that the study of crime and deviance 
has been overly focussed on men and that a lot of 
sociology doesn't adequately explain female crime.

Some of these problems include:

Women who commit 
crime are often 
treated as 'mad not 
bad'. This sexism is 
based on the 
outdated idea that 
women are naturally 
conforming and 
biologically obedient.

Crime is predominantly 
explained in terms of 
male motivations, which 
results in the entire 
criminal justice system 
being biased towards 
male crime.

http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles/171668.pdf
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Feminist explanations of 
female offending

Women are prevented from 
attaining management positions 
and power by the glass ceiling, 
meaning that they commit less 
white collar crime because of 
lack of opportunity.

VS
The Chivalry thesis suggests 
that women are treated more 
leniently throughout the 
criminal justice system.
This may encourage offending 
due to a lack of consequences.

The 'evil women' theory 
suggests that women are 
often treated more harshly 
than men, because it is seen 
as more severe for women 
to break social norms of 
obedience.

An absence of 
employment 
opportunities is 
related to an 
increase in 
criminal 
behaviour.

Nov 509:25

Feminist criticisms of the 
Justice system

Some women 
receive unduly harsh 
punishments for 
relatively minor 
offences, e.g. 
prostitution. This is 
evidence of a 
patriarchal justice 
system.

In rape trials, female 
victims end up on 
trial instead of male 
suspects. This is due 
to a male 
perspective that 
blames women.

'Masculine punishments' like 
prison are applied to 
women, despite different 
punishments being more 
appropriate (women are 
more likely to need 
rehabilitation)

Feb 2508:10

Freda Adler (1975) argued that female crime rates 
are increasing due to women's liberation. Women have 
been entering the labour market, and are more 
protected from discrimination. Women are becoming 
more like men in labour and in other behaviours ‐ 
smoking, drinking and sexual activity.  Women's 
independence gives them more opportunity.

Feminist views on crime:

How might so called 
'ladette' culture link to 
Adler's theory?

EVAL: Most female crime is committed by the working class ‐ if Adler 
was correct then liberated middle class women would also be committing 
crime; a conclusion that is not supported by evidence.

Nov 507:46

Can we link feminist ideas to 
functionalist ones? e.g. strain 
theory?

Eileen Leonard (1982) argued that women's goals are more 
about successful relationships than making money, so the need 
to steal isn't an issue. As Leonard argues, 'women have low 
aspirations and their goals are extremely accessible'.

What do you think? Is this an 
adequate explanation?

Feb 2508:10

Pat Carlen (1988) studied 39 working class women from the 
London area. Carlen concluded that these women committed 
crime due to a version of rational choice theory ‐ we can all 
do crime if the benefits outweigh the costs. 

Working class women have traditionally been controlled by 
what she called the 'gender deal' and 'class deal' and crime 
arises when these deals (constraints) break down.

Gender Deal
Key word Definition

Working class women 
being controlled by the 
possibility of relationships 
and having children.

Key word Definition

Class Deal

Working class women 
being controlled by the 
possibility of a reasonably 
paid job, buying consumer 
goods and quality of life.

Feb 2508:10

For Carlen, these deals had broken down. 
Women's limited educational success & lack of qualifications 
meant that the class deal wasn't working for them; crime 
offered the possibility of material goods.

The gender deal had broken down due to poor socialisation 
& life experiences; many had been raped/abused and 
were unable to access the promises of the deal.

Are Carlen's conclusions 
representative?

‐ It is dangerous to generalise from such a small sample no 
matter how convincing the argument?
‐ Many women suffer from breakdowns in the gender and 
class deals, but don't turn to crime. Cause and effect?
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The sex‐role theory holds that women are less likely 
to commit crime because of their role in society that 
limits their ability and opportunity to commit crime.

Socialisation:  According to Parsons (1937) because 
child‐rearing is carried out by mothers girls have role‐
models that emphasise care and support. 

Sex‐role theory:

Are girls 
socialised 

differently?

Farrington & Painter (2004) found in their 
longitudinal study of female offenders that there are 
different patterns of socialisation between offenders and 
non‐offenders. In particular, female offenders were 
found to have experienced harsh or erratic parenting 
and home‐backgrounds and little praise for their 
achievements.

Feb 2508:10

Heidensohn (1996):
An examination of female criminality and unofficial deviance 
suggests that we need to move away from studying infractions and 
look at conformity instead, because the most striking thing about 
female behaviour is how notably conformist to social mores women 
are.

Heidensohn points out the wide range of social controls in place on 
women.

Sex‐role theory:

What kinds 
of social 

controls are 
girls 

exposed to, 
but not 
boys?

Hagan (1987) found there were 
significantly more informal controls on 
daughters' activities in families when 
compared to sons.

Nov 1616:22

Chivalry Thesis
Pollak: The belief that 
the male dominated 
legal system is more 
likely to prosecute 
men than women.

Support of chivalry thesis:

1/2 as likely to be given 
immediate prison sentence 
than male counterparts.

More likely to get suspended 
sentences or community 
service.

Seen as less dangerous than 
men by police so more likely 
to be given warnings/cautions.

Nov 1616:41

‐Sense of leniency might be more due to the fact that women 
commit less serious offences.
‐Also have more mitigating factors.
‐Heidensohn disagrees with chivalry thesis arguing that 
women face 'double jeopardy'‐ on trial for the crime they 
have committed but also the deviation from femininity.
‐Carlen‐ women are subjected to double jeopardy as judge's 
pay too much attention to woman's character/how good a 
mother she is instead of simply focusing on crime.

Evidence against chivalry thesis:

Feb 2508:10

Carol Smart (1990)  introduced this idea to suggest that 
criminology itself is a discipline tied to male questions and 
concerns; it can never answer feminist questions. 

This notion has led to sociologists looking at different 
questions focussed on women such as:
• The way women stay in at night for fear of becoming 
victims
• domestic violence
• how women are treated by the law in issues like rape 
and sexual harassment.

This is a good example of postmodernism  in sociology: 
traditional boundaries and narratives are 
abandoned in favour of new ways of thinking.

Transgressive Criminology

Are female 
and male 

motivations for 
crime 

fundamentally 
different?

Feb 2508:10

Connell (2005):
hegemonic masculinity: associated with traditional 
masculine image of the world. Features are 
independence, self‐confidence,risk‐taking, control,success 
and power, subordination of women.
Miller‐ strong in working class communities and young 
men, higher level of risk taking.
Messerschmidt (1993): when men can't feel manly in 
traditional ways they turn to crime...seek 'masculine 
validating resources'

Male roles and masculinity:

How might the ability to achieve 
masculinity be tied to social class?
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LYNG: called this 'thrills and spills'‐ means for 
men to feel masculine 'edgework'. Also may 
explain why middle class men might involve 
themselves in white collar crime. Also might 
explain why men from all classes are 
involved in domestic violence.

To what extent 
do you agree with
this theory?
Do you think some
men do strive
for masculinity in
this way?
What factors might occur
for a man to lose his sense
of masculinity?

Feb 2511:48
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Explain/inform

Refer to evidence/theory

Criticise

One reason that...
Some sociologists argue...
It is possible to claim that...

This shows that...
This suggests that...

For example...
This is supported by...

However...
On the other hand...
Conversely, other sociologists...
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LQs:

P
le

na
ry

7 minute 
summary

Feminists are critical of 
traditional sociological accounts 
of female crime because...

The evidence shows that...

Sociologists argue that women may commit less 
crime than men because...

Feminists argue that when women turn to crime 
it may be because...

LO: To understand the links between gender and crime

‐What does evidence suggest about gender and crime?
‐How do sociologists explain crime differences between genders?
‐Why do sociologists criticise traditional views of gender and crime?
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‘Jihadi John’: the making of a moral panic

‘JIHADI JOHN: I’LL BEHEAD 20 MORE’, Daily Star, 22nd August 2014

‘250 JIHADIS BACK IN BRITAIN’, Daily Mirror, 28th August 2014

‘CLIMATE OF FEAR! THERESA MAY RAISES UK TERROR THREAT LEVEL TO SEVERE’, Independent, 30th August 2014

‘BRITAIN’S BATTLE TO BEAT TERROR! 40 PLOTS SMASHED, 753 ARRESTS BUT MAY WARNS THREAT IS NEVER GREATER’, Sun, 25th November 2014

Stanley Cohen, in his seminal study Folk Devils and Moral Panics (1964), says that societies ‘appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods of moral panic’.

‘A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerge to become defined as a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylised and stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops, politicians and other right thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved.’
Stanley Cohen

Since Cohen’s study in 1964, many such ‘folk devils’ and moral panics have been identified.

In the contemporary climate, the ‘moral panic’ has been identified as Islamic fundamentalists – radicalised Muslim youth and the ‘home-grown’ terrorist. Building on Cohen’s assertion – and in the British context – one such moral panic is the fear of the increased threat of violence on British streets emanating from the identified modern ‘folk devils’ – the returning British born jihadist.

Jihadi John
This has been exacerbated by the wave of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) executions of Western hostages by beheading over the last year, sending shockwaves throughout the world. The fact that those Western hostages executed were innocent people, going about their work in either delivering aid or simply reporting to the world the unfolding tragedy in that region, compounded the sense of revulsion and moral outrage as well as raising the uncomfortable question as to how to confront this new and seemingly invincible ‘force of evil’.

The fact that the US and UK intelligence community identified the chief executioner as a British subject – known in the media as ‘Jihadi John’ – sent further shock waves throughout the West especially in the UK. The response from the politicians in Westminster and the British media was as predictable – as was the shock and horror that a British born citizen could commit such atrocities.

The subsequent blanket broadcast media coverage that followed each of the executions was equalled by the British press – as the headlines above indicate. Collectively, it could be argued at that time, the British media succeeded in stimulating a new moral panic to which the Westminster coalition government had to respond.

The new moral panic lay not so much in the rise of ISIS, but rather the realisation that young British Muslims had joined their ranks, and that they were prepared to share with the social media savvy and other politically disillusioned young Muslim people in the UK the results of their ‘work’.

Part of this moral panic derived from the fact that the increased, and some might say draconian, measures put in place in the aftermath of the London bombings and Glasgow Airport attack in 2007, appeared to be ineffectual. Measures such as increased surveillance of young Muslims, increased stop and search in particular communities and the implementation of anti and de-radicalisation projects including the PREVENT strategy, whilst designed to keep the UK safe from terrorism appeared to only add to the radicalisation process for a minority of young ‘hard to reach’, disillusioned and alienated young Muslims.

The ability to access ISIS propaganda, via the social media, the relative ease by which many could travel to Syria to ‘enlist’ in their cause also served to heighten the sense of moral panic in the UK.

The enemy within
It was also recognised, especially in the wake of the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris and the stand-off in Belgium days later in January 2015, that this was now a Europe wide threat.

After being associated with the execution of US and UK citizens ‘Jihadi John’ hit the headlines with chilling messages – ‘I’m back and I’ll kill a Brit’ (Daily Mirror, 3rd September 2014); ‘A Briton will be next’ (Daily Mail, 3rd September 2014); ‘You’re next, Briton told’ (The Times, 3rd September 2014)) The media headlines relating to ‘Jihadi John’ added to the calls for tighter security, community surveillance and new legislation which resulted in David Cameron telling MPs:

However, and again, according to the Guardian, this ‘clear statement of intent was not backed by any proposals to match the rhetoric’.



ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN YOUR BOOK:

1) Give an example of two headlines that might have caused a ‘moral panic’ about terrorism

2) In your own words and using Cohen’s ideas, what is a ‘moral panic’?

3) How have fears about Jihadi John been made more serious through the way the media have written about him?

4) Why did the Guardian argue that fears about Jihadi John coming back to the UK are overblown or unnecessary?

STRETCH:

· In your view, is the moral panic about terrorism in the UK justified or not?

· What impacts do you think this moral panic might have on the lives, norms and views of British people?
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